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Abstract
Recent success with HIT-SI demonstrates the viability of steady 
inductive helicity injection (SIHI) as a spheromak formation and
sustainment method. Results include the sustainment of toroidal 
current of over 50 kA, up to 40 kA of plasma current that is 
separate from the injectors, toroidal flux up to 6 times the peak 
injected flux, and j/n > 10-14Am . All were achieved with 10 MW or 
less applied power.  This paper explores the requirements for a 
confinement test of the current drive concept using a larger proof 
of principle experiment.  The confinement experiment must not 
exceed the beta limit, the drift parameter limit, or the wall loading 
limit, where the drift parameter is (drift of electrons relative to ions 
to produce current)/(ion thermal speed). It must also exceed a 
minimum j/n, a minimum na, and a minimum electron temperature, 
where a is the minor radius. The drift parameter limit and beta limit 
appear to play defining roles in spheromak performance leading to 
a very favorable scaling of wall loading with size. The milestones 
sequence  is suggested.
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Introduction
The HIT program seeks to reduce operational and maintenance complexity of toroidal 
confinement. Presently the tokamak has three coil sets and a toroidal vacuum chamber that 
are interlinked. The coil sets are the transformer solenoid, the toroidal field coil and the 
equilibrium coils. The transformer is used for current drive on present tokamaks and works 
very well since the plasma current is almost purely toroidal. However, since it is only used for 
startup in a reactor and other current drive methods must be developed anyway, it can be 
eliminated and indeed recent ARIES reactor studies[i] do not have this coil. The solenoid-free 
startup method developed on HIT-II using CHI has been very successful on NSTX[ii] and the 
first DEMO will probably not have the transformer coil. Of the remaining two coils only the 
equilibrium coils are fundamental for toroidal confinement and stable equilibria have been 
produced transiently that have good confinement at temperatures in the kilovolt range using 
very little [iii] or no[iv],[v],[vi],[vii] ,[viii],[ix] externally produced toroidal field. The benefits of a strong 
external toroidal field for allowing a broad range of MHD-stable current profiles are 
considerable, but if efficient steady-state current drive with sufficient current profile control is 
developed then this coil may not be needed.  The resulting simple vacuum vessel and greatly 
reduced operational and maintenance cost would help to make fusion power economically 
competitive.[x]

[i] F. Najmabadi and the ARIES Team, Fusion Engineering & Design 80, 3 (2006).
[ii] R. Raman, D. Mueller, B.A. Nelson, T.R. Jarboe, et al., PRL, 104, 095003 (2010).
[iii] Sarff, J. S. et al., Nuclear Fusion, 43, pp. 1684-1692 (2003).
[iv] Fowler T. K. et al., Comments Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion, 16, 91 (1994). 
[v] Hooper E. B. et al., Fusion Technology 49, 191 (1996).
[vi] Fowler T. K. et al., Fusion Technology 49, 206 (1996).
[vii] Hooper E. B. et al., Fusion Energy 1998 (Proc. 17th Int. Conf. Yokohama, 1998) (Vienna: 
IAEA) CD-ROM file ICP/04 and http://www.iaea.org/programmes/ripc/physics/start.htm .
[viii] B. Hudson et al., Phys. Plasmas 15, 056112 (2008).
[ix] Jarboe T. R. et al., Phys. Fluids B, 2, 1342 (1990).
[x] Hagenson R. L. and Krakowski R. A., Fusion Technol. 8, 1606 (1985).
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Outline

• Optimum density for startup
• Injector impedance scales like 1/A

• PoP requirements
• Milestones to PoP
• PoP parameters
• Need for PoP
• Conclusions
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Beta and drift parameter limits 
define the optimum startup n
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• n depends only on size 
• HIT-SI starts at n = 1.5x1019 m-3

• Density is lower for HIT PoP 
• HIT- POP can startup at 1.9x1018 m-3

• T only depends on I2 not on size
• tor= 2.66 vol ave on HIT-SI 
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Good-performance data confirm beta 
and drift-parameter limits
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[i] Jarboe T. R. et al., Phys. Fluids B, 2, 1342 (1990).
[ii] B. Hudson et al., Phys. Plasmas 15, 056112 (2008)
[iii] Yamada M. R. et al., Investigation of confinement properties of spheromak, IAEA 12th Int. Conf. on Plasma Physics(Nice 1988) (Vienna:IAEA)

• Drift-parameter: tor  3
• Beta:  > Mercier-limit 
• Only HIT-SI is sustained. T= 30eV is the average of the electron (10 eV from
Langmuir probe) and ion (50 eV from ion Dopple of OIII) temperatures.
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Good deuterium shots have too 
high density late in time
Max Temp vs plasma current for drift parameter of 3 and given volume 

average beta limits, density for each (on HIT-SI) in 10^19m-3 
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Requirements for a PoP 
experiments and justification

• tor <  3: See spheromak data given earlier
• j/n > 10-14 Am: This is equivalent to the Greenwald 
limit with  = 1
•  = Mercier-limit: Experiments exceed this limit but 
by less as they get hotter. Spheromaks Ohmically
heat to the beta-limit. See data given earlier
• Average wall loading < 0.8 MWm-2: Experience on 
HIT-SI with state of the art insulating walls. See 
later
• na > 2 x 1019m-2 : Required to prevent neutral 
penetration. See page later.
• T > 200 eV: needed for studying magnetic 
confinement.
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HIT-SI wall loading problems indicate 
average plasma wall loading should be less 

than 0.8 MW/m2

• Fast camera studies show hot spots that grow in time.
• Operating for shorter time allows higher power.
• PMI limit in HIT-SI occurs at an average wall loading of 

3.3 MW/m2 for 2 ms. 
• Diffusion time of the 0.25 mm mullite surface insulation is 

35 ms, after which the copper substrate keeps it cool.
• Since transient wall loading limits scale as Qt1/2, the wall 

loading needs to decrease by (35 ms/2 ms)1/2 for steady 
state.

• Thus, the average plasma wall loading is limited to 0.8 
MW/m2.
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nl needs to be greater than 2 x 1019 m-2 to 
prevent neutral penetration

1/2( )neutral penetration ionization charge exchangel l l
Where l is the mean free path. From Goldston and Rutherford’s text book
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Assumptions for scaling to a PoP

• 1. Power dissipation is dominated by losses on 
driven flux. 

• 2. The injector impedance is purely resistive and 
scales as 1/A (that is as Ip/a2n1/2 since B  Ip/a) . 

• 3. Injector current is constant. 

Therefore the injector voltage and injector power are 
proportional to the plasma current in a given experiment 
at fixed density, which is observed on HIT-SI for good 
deuterium shots. See later. The impedance is also 
observed to decrease when the density increases. Size 
scaling has not been tested. (Reactor requires 40MW.)
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Injector impedance scales like Ip consistent with 1/A

Itor
Z real
Z imaginary
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Milestones for a PoP
1. Startup at drift parameter and beta limit 

minimum density. (DONE at n = 1.5x1019 m-3)
2. Raise current until j/n exceeds 10-14 Am. 

(DONE at T = 30 eV)
3. Raise temperature to 100 eV demonstrating 

some confinement. (Do at beta and drift limit.)
4. Raise current and density keeping j/n > 10-14

until na > 2x1019 m-2. Scale from milestone 2. 
(Need to exclude neutrals and raise 
temperature to study confinement) 

5. Raise current and temperature until T > 200 eV
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HIT-PoP would be an exciting experiment
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• Note the improved wall loading on HIT-PoP
• T is volume average value, PoP peak T would be about 0.4 keV
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HIT–SI3

HIT-PoP is three times larger than HIT-SI

2 m plasma physicist
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Taylor model of equilibrium with flux amplification 
6, shows significant separatrix region (side view)

Magnetic field lines
• Gray are injector linking
• Color are separatrix field

HIT-SI has achieved a current
amplification of 3 with inj =  2sph.
Giving a flux amplification of 6. 
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Taylor model of equilibrium, with flux amplification 6, 
shows significant separatrix region (bottom view)

Magnetic field lines
• Gray are injector linking 
• Color are separatrix field
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Summary

• Goal is to study the ability of constant inductive 
helicity injection to form and sustain a 
magnetically confined plasma.

• Scaling assumptions are consistent with present 
limited data.

• HIT-SI scales to a very attractive PoP 
experiment. 

• The favorable wall loading scaling overcomes 
the limits experienced on HIT-SI.


